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1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of estimating the parameters of a regression equation has received considerable attention in the statistical literature.

Recently, this interest has focused on biased estimation with

the hope that, by abandoning unbiasedness, significant reductions in
mean squared error (or mean squared risk) could be achieved.

Many

ad hoc estimators have been proposed for this purpose including Hoerl
and Kennard's (1970) Ridge regression, Marquardt's (1970) Generalized
Inverse regression, Goldstein and Smith's (1974) Shrinkage regression,
Mayer and Willke's (1973) Shrunken estimators and Toro and Wallace's
(1968) False Restrictions regression.

This list is by no means

exhaustive.
Several methods for generalizing the concept of mean squared
error to the multi-parameter case are in common usage.
the mean squared error matrix shall be used intact.

In this work

Optimality of

the estimator will be judged with respect to an ordering which will
be defined among mean squared error matrices.

It is well known that

attempts· to minimize mean squared error directly invariably results
in an estimator which is a function of the parameter being estimated.
One common method for overcoming this drawback is to employ the
minimax principle.
in this work.

In a modified form, this is the approach taken

A minimax mean squared error estimator is obtained

which is based on the entire mean squared error matrix.
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In a recent work by Gerig and Zarate (1976), this same problem
was addressed using the trace of the mean squared error matrix as a
criterion.

The resulting Directionally Minimax Trace Mean Squared

Error estimator turned out to be from the class of Shrunken
sion estimators proposed by Mayer and Wi1lke (1973).

regres~

Some parallel

results in this area are presented by Bunke (1975) and in a survey
paper by Rao (1976).
In Section 2, an ordering among n.n.d. matrices is defined and
discussed.

In Section 3 the concept of a supremum of a set of n.n.d.

matrices is introduced and a theorem is given which
conditions for a matrix to be supremum.

lists sufficient

In Section 4 the results of

Sections 2 and 3 are used to obtain the Directionally Minimax Mean
Squared Error (DMMSE) criterion and from this the DMMSE estimate is
ultimately obtained.

The resulting estimators are shown to corre-

spond to the Ridge regression estimator of Hoerl and Kennard (1970).
2.

ORDERING MEAN SQUARED ERROR MATRICES

e
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matrices may not be comparable with respect to the relation.
can easily be seen that the relation

~

It

between square matrices is

transitive and anti-symmetric.
In view of this a set of square matrices,
possess a minimum if there exists a matrix
implies A

~

M.

a,

Mea

The anti-symmetry of the relation

may be said to
such that A e
~

a

insures that

the mirlimum is unique.
Geometrically, we can associate a point set, E .. (xlx'Ax .. 1},
A
with each square matrix, A.

Some intuition can be gained concerning

the ordering among n.n.d. matrices from the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1:

Suppose that A and B are any two n.n.d. matrices, then

x e E implies that there exists a number m, 0 < m ~ 1, such that
A
m x e E , if, and only if, A
B
Proof:

Assume first that A

1 .. x'Ax ~ x'Bx.

B.

~

~

B and suppose that x e E , then
A

Since x'Bx > 0 we choose m = (X'Bx)-1/2 ~ 1 and

find that m x'Bx m .. (x'Bx)-l x'Bx .. 1, that is, m x e E , where
B
O<m~l.

Assume now that x is an arbitrary vector.
or
~

~x

e E for some
A

x'Bx.

~

.;.

o.

Then either x'A .. 0

If the former holds, then x'Ax .. 0

If the latter holds, then

~x'Ax

.. 1 and, by hypothesis,

there exists 0 < 1ll:a ~ 1 such that 1ll:aIllj,x'BxIn:i.1ll:a .. ~~x'Bx
~x'Ax

.. 1 ..
I

~~x'Bx

and, hence, x'Ax ..

X was chosen arbitrarily A

~

B.

~x'Bx ~

x'Bx.

= 1.

Now,

But since
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By Theorem 2.1 we can conclude intuitively that, for n.n.d.
matrices, A

~

B means that the point set E is entirely contained
B

in E , in the sense that, if we choose a point in E and travel
A
A
towards the origin, we will cross E before reaching the origin.
B
The following example illustrates the idea in two dimensions.
Example 2.1:

Let a be a (2x 1) vector, A

CI

aa', and B

CI

a'a~.

It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
x'Ax

CI

x'aa'x

E ~ (x\x'a
A

CI

~

a'ax'x

±

l} and E is the circle of radius 1 about the origin.
B

CI

x'Bx, and, hence, that A

Sets E and E are graphed in the figure.
A
B

~

B.

Note that

For these specific matrices,

the condition of the theorem can be seen to hold.

£xlx'a. I}
I}

[xix' a • -I}

-------;.,L+--.--i--"l7:..------

Xl

e
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3.

THE SUPREMUM OF A SET OF MATRICES

It will be necessary in later sections to obtain a matrix which
can be interpreted to be the supremum of a set of matrices.

The

following defines what is meant by a supremum in this context.
Definition 3.1:
dimension.

Let

~

be the set of n.n.d. matrices of a given

A matrix M e

~

is the supremum of a set

ill ~ ~

(with

respect to the defined ordering) if, and only if,
(i)

A e

(ii)

if

ill

implies A

~

M, that is M is an upper bound for

ill,

and
~

e

~,

and A e

ill

implies

~

~

A, then M:L

~

M is the minimum of the set of upper bounds for
It should be noted that, even when the set

ill

M, that is
ill.

is, in some sense,

bounded, a supremum may not exist.
Suppose that a n.n.d. matrix, A, is a function of a vector, t,
and is denoted by A(t).

Define the set

is some non-empty set of vectors t.
we shall

de~ote

ill •

(A(t), t e ~}, where ~

If a supremum, M, of

ill

exists,

it by
M • sup A(t).
te~

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for 'a n.n.d. matrix,
M,to be the supremum of a set

ill •

that A(t) is n.n.d. for all t e

~.

(A(t), t e

~}

under the assumption

e
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Theorem 3.1:
(i)

Let M and A(t) for all t e

A(t)

~

M for all t e

~

be n.n.d. and assume that

~

and
(ii)

for every x e EM there exists a t e

~

such that

x'Mx ... x'A(t)x

= M.

then sup A(t)
te~

Proof:

By (i), M is an upper bound for ID

set of n.n.d. matrices of the

appro~riate

x is an arbitrary vector and that
in

u.

~

= {A(t),

t e

dimension.

~}

in

u,

the

Now suppose that

is any other upper bound for ID

Then one of the following must occur:

(a)

:Mx = 0, in which case, x'Mx ... 0

(b)

there exists cl

~

~ X'~X,

0 such that clx e EM

condition (11), that there exists t e
'1

:I

~x':Mx

since

:I

~xrA(t)x ~ c!x'~x,

since

~hich

~

~

e

u,

implies, using

such that

where the inequality holds

is an upper bound for ID.

~

By (a) and (b) we may conclude that M ~

Mi,

and, hence, that

sup A(t) • M.
te~

4.

DIRECTIONALLY MINIMAX MEAN SQUARED ERROR ESTIMATION

In this section we shall obtain a linear estimator of
general linear model:

y.

X~

~

in the

+ e, where y is an (nX 1) random

vector, X is an (n X m) matrix of known constants,

~

is an (m X 1)

vector of unknown parameters, and e is a random vector with E(e)

•

and E(ee') =

t

cf,

ItI ~

0, 0 < r;j3 < co.

=0

This model will be referred
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to in the sequel by (y,

xa,

~

02).

The procedure to be employed for

obtaining the estimator is to evaluate the mean squared error matrix
at a value of the parameters,

~,

which in a sense, is least favorable

to estimation, and then to find the member of the class of linear
estimators which minimizes the resulting expression.

This leads to

a minimax estimator.
MOre precisely, we wish to obtain an estimator of

p'~

of the

form Ay, where P' is a given (p X m) matrix and A is a (p X n) matrix.
For this we shall need the mean squared error matrix:
M = M(Ay, P'~)

= E[(Ay

=a2ArA'

- P'~)(Ay - P'~)']

+ (P'

-AX)~~'(P' -AX)'.

Following the minimax principle, we wish to evaluate M at the value
of

S which is least favorable to estimation, that is, which maxi-

mizes the bias.

It is apparent, however, that M is unbounded in

and, therefore, takes its maximum at infinity.
cation to the principle is as follows.

Write

A meaningful modifi-

S•

~,

vector of its direction cosines and k is its length.
k, M can be maximized by choice of a.

S

where a is the
Then for fixed

The resulting form then can

be minimized by choice of A giving the final form of the estimator.
It will

tur~

out that the least favorable a (the least favorable

direction) is independent of choice of k.

The interpretation that

can be placed on this is that in the m-dimensional space of

~

there

is a ray emanating from the origin which corresponds to the worst
choice of

S with respect to mean squared error. The exact location

on the ray is determined by k.

e

8
I"<J

Definition 4.1:

A linear estimator, P'[3 IIIAy, is said to be a

Directionally Minimax Mean Squared Error (DMMSE) estimator of
P'[3 if A is such that it minimizes
S(Ay, P' (3) III a2 ArA' + sup (P' - AX)[3[3' (P' - AX)' ,

(4.1)

[3~Bk

where ~

III

(13 \[3

Theorem 4.1:

:I

kot, a'a

For any (p

= I}.
m) matrix, F,

X

Sup F1313' F' III FF'Ie ,
[3eBk

= {[3\~

where Bk
Proof:

III

kot, a'a

III

1}.

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any x,

x'F[3[3'F'x

s;

x'FF'x k? and, hence, F[313'F'

S;

FF'k? for all 13 e !ek.

The result will follow from Theorem 3.1 if, for each x e Ek?FF'
there exists 13 0 e
[30

III

~

such that

cF'x and note that Ie

III

x'~o~o'F'x

III 1.

But if we let

130'130 .. d3x'FF'x, we obtain

~o • (X'FF'X)-1/2 k F'x. Then
x'F[3 013o'F'x • (x'FF'x)

-1

(x'FF'x)2 k,2

III

(x'FF'x)k,2

III

1 by choice of x,

which completes the proof.
In view of the last theorem the criterion given by (4.1) can
be reduced to:
S(Ay, P'13) ,. a2A"jJ..' + k? (P' - AX)(P' - AX)'.

(4.2)

The following theorem gives the value of A which minimizes (4.2) and,
hence, the form of the linear DMMSE estimator.

e
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For the linear model (y,x~"Ec2), the linear DMMSE

Theorem 4.2:
estimator of

P'~

is
",......,..
"'"
P'S'" P'X'(t c-2 +XX')- 1y'" P'~,

and min S(Ay,P'S)/k.2 = P' (I
A
Proof:

+ X't-IX c2 )P,

Let E ... (t c-2 + XX') and c2 ...

where & ...

k.2le:!,

ua Ie:! •

then

S(Ay,P'S)/k.2 .. cwaArA' + (P' - AX)(P' - AX)'
... A(c-r3Z;+ XX')A' +

p~p

- P'X'A' - AXP

... AEA' - P'X'E-lEA' - AEE-lXp + P'P + P'X'EE-lXP - P'X'E-lXP
... (A - P'X'E-l)E(A - P'X'E- l ), + P'(I - X'E-lX)P
.. (A - P'X'E-l)E(A - P"X'E- l ), + P' (I +

X't-~

c2) -lp.

The last equality follows from well known formulas.

Observe that

only the first term in the last expression of the equality depends
It is also n.n.d. and takes a minimum at 0 when A ... P'X'E- l •

on A.

- ... P'X' (t c-:3 + XX') -1 y.
Thus, P'~

By setting P' .. I we find

~ ... P'X'(Z c-2 +xx,)-ly and, hence,

i* ...

~

is equivalent to the Ridge regression estimator,

(X'X + Ic2)-lX'y, of Hoer1 and Kennard (1970).

Proof:

The result follows immediately if we apply standard formulas

to the form X'[ c-:3 I + XX'

•

P'~.

For the 1inear mode 1 (y ,X~ , Jd?' ), the linear DMMS E

Theorem 4.3:
estimator of

P""f . .

r l•
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APPENDIX

The following is the original proof of Theorem 4.1 which was
replaced by the simpler one in the text.

For convenience and without

loss of generality we shall assume that k3
Theorem A.I:
Then T

~

III

1.

Let T ... DD', where D is a (t X r) matrix of rank r.

FSa'F' for all S e

~.

if, and only if, F ... DC for some

(r X m) matrix C for which the largest characteristic

root of C'C,

ChM(C'C), is less than or equal 'to 1.
Proof:

Assume first that
DD'

~

FSa'F' for all a e 61"

This inequality holds, if and only if,
x'FsaJF'x

~

x'DD'x.for all x and for all a e

~.

(A.1)

Now if D'x ... 0 we will have from (A.1) that
a'F'x ... 0 for all a e
and, hence, F'x ... O.

~

Thus,

~~(D') ~ ~~(F'),

where

~(A)

denotes the vector space generated by the rows of A,

therefore,
~(F') ~ ~(D')

and from this we have that
F ... DC for some C.

(A.2)

If, as we have assumed,

FS a' F'

~

DD' fo r a 11

ae

~,

then by (A.2) we have

•

DCl3a'C'D'

~

DD' for all 13 e 61'

This last inequality holds if, and only if,
x'DCI3I3 'C'D'x :;;; x'DD'x for all 13 e 6tl and all x.
Hence, in particular,
m'D'DCI3S'C'D'Dm:;;; m'D'DD'Dm for all l3e

~

and all m.

This happens if, and only if,
D'DCSI3'C'C'D :;;; D'DD'D for all 13 e

+0

where \D'D\

~,

and, therefore, the relation holds if, and only if,

ChM(C'C) :;;; 1.
Let

US

now assume that F • DC for some C and ChM(C'C) :;;; 1.

Then,
FI3I3'F'

=DCI3I3'C'D'

and, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we will obtain
x'DCI3S'C'D'x :;;; x'DD'xl3 'C'CI3 :;;; x'DD'x for all 13 e
and all x.
This implies tha t
DCal3 'C'D :;;; DD'
and, hence, by our assumption we will conclude

•

FI3I3'F' :;;; DD' • T•

~,

TheoremA.2:

F'F is an upper bound for

F~~ 'F'

Proof:

s: FF' for all

~

e

F~~'F',

that is,

~.

The proof follows immediately from the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality.
TheoremA.3:

If T· DD';;::

~~'F'

for all S e

~

then the n.n.d.,

symmetric matrix FF' is such that
FF ' s: DD' • T.

Proof:

By Theorem A.l we can write F • DC for some C.

Let

CC' .. Gt.G', where GG' '. G'G • I and t. is a diagonal matrix, that is,
t. • diag(oi)·

It follows immediately from Theorems A.l and A.2 that 0i s: 1
for all i.

Therefore,
t.-Is:O

if, and only if,
x'(t. - I)x s: 0 for all x.

In particular,
m'DG(t. - I)G'D'm s: 0 for all m.
Therefore,
m'(DCC'D' - DD')m s: 0 for all m.
Thus, we may conclude by Theorem A.l that
FF' s: DD' •

•

Theorem A.3 states that if T e lJ is an upper bound for FSI3' F' ,
then it satisfies T

~

FF'.

Then, in view of Theorem A.2, which

states that FF' is also an upper bound for FI3I3'F',
FF'

= sup
13 e6J.

•

FSI3'F'.

